
GUARANTEED ACCURACY:  

within ± .001" in 0°-90° models 

within ± .002" in 90°-127° models 

 _______BARCOR___ ____ 
…CHAMFER, ANGLE, & HOLE GAGE SPECIALISTS 

Chamfer Gages  

The Barcor chamfer gage is a precision instrument designed specifically to measure the top (major) diameter of a 
chamfer, countersink, center drill, or tapered hole. Simply press the spring loaded, conically ground, precision 3-blade 
gaging plunger into the chamfer or countersink and instantly read the dial or digital display. 

 Requires no setting master or lookup chart 

 Digital models equipped with rechargeable long-life batteries 

 360° rotating head 

 Full SPC capabilities compatible with virtually all brands of data collectors 

 

 

Countersink Gages 

 

The Barcor countersink gage is a precision instrument designed specifically to measure the top countersink diameter. 

Simply press the spring loaded, exact angle gaging plunger into the countersink and read the dial or digital display.  

 

 84 models (42 Inch/42 Metric) provide a diameter range from .020” (.50mm) to 1.180” (30.00mm) 

 For 30°, 60°, 82°, 90°, 100°, 110° and 120 ° countersink angles; any angle 0 to 180° available upon request  

 Includes functionally calibrated setting ring and foam-lined storage case with operating instructions 

 “Peak Hold” mechanism allows for one-handed operation 

 

 

 
Popular models/sizes listed above. Many  other products available, including small hole gages, rivet gages, bevel gages & more! 

www.barcorgages.com 

1090 0-1", 0-90°  $220.00 
1090-SPC    0-1", 0-90 DIGITAL  $843.00 

1127 0-1", 90-127°  $247.50 
1127-SPC    0-1", 90-127 DIGITAL  $875.00 
2090 1-2", 0-90°  $330.00 
2090-SPC    1-2", 0-90 DIGITAL  $972.00 
2127 1-2", 90-127°  $360.00 
2127-SPC    1-2", 90-127 DIGITAL  $1,007.00 

5090 0-1/2", 0-90°  $235.00 
5127 0-1/2", 90-127°  $255.00 

100-0       .020"-.170", 100° $380.00 

100-0-SPC   .020"-.170", 100° DIGITAL $1,030.00 

100-1       .160"-.360", 100° $270.00 

100-1-SPC   .160"-.360", 100° DIGITAL $901.00 

100-2       .360"-.560", 100° $275.00 

100-2-SPC   .360"-.560", 100° DIGITAL $907.00 

100-3       .560"-.780", 100° $390.00 

100-3-SPC   .560"-.780", 100° DIGITAL $1,042.00 

100-4       .780"-.980", 100° $430.00 

100-4-SPC   .780"-.980", 100° DIGITAL $1,089.00 

GUARANTEED ACCURACY: 

± .0005" or ± .015mm 


